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Russian-Cuban relations

10 December 2013, 17:21

Russia signs deal to cancel Cuba's $29 billion of Soviet
debt

Russia and Cuba have signed an agreement to write off 90 percent of Cuba's $32
billion debt to the defunct Soviet Union, a deal that ends a 20-year squabble and opens
the way for more investment and trade, Russian and European diplomats said. The two
sides announced an agreement to settle the debt dispute earlier this year and finalized
the deal in Moscow in October. It would have Cuba pay $3.2 billion over 10 years in
exchange for Russia forgiving the rest of a $32 billion debt - $20 billion plus service and
interest, the diplomats said.

30 October 2013, 21:06

Russia urges US to lift blockade from Cuba
Russia is calling on the US to listen to the international community and

lift a blockade from Cuba.

22 July 2013, 10:45

Russian Prime Minister to meet with children from Cuba
Russia’s Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev on Monday meets with a

group of Cuban children who won various school competitions back at home and whom
he invited to come to Moscow while visiting Havana in February.

30 May 2013, 13:59

Russia insists on lifting U.S. blockade from Cuba -
Lavrov

Russia insists on the soonest possible lifting of the U.S.' economic blockade from Cuba,
Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said.

30 May 2013, 09:20

Russian, Cuban foreign ministers to sign plan on
political consultations

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov will hold talks with his Cuban counterpart Bruno
Rodriguez, who will be on an official visit in Russia, in Moscow on May 30. The two
foreign ministers planned to sign a plan on holding political consultations between the
Russian and Cuban Foreign Ministries in 2014-2016.  

Lavrov to hold talks with Cuban foreign minister in
Moscow

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov will hold talks with his Cuban counterpart Bruno
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24 May 2013, 12:38

Rodriguez, who will be on an official visit in Russia, in Moscow on May 30, the Russian
Foreign Ministry's spokesperson Alexander Lukashevich said at a briefing.

19 May 2013, 16:44

Russia-Cuba ties are seeing renaissance - official
Russia-Cuba ties are seeing a renaissance, Valentina Matviyenko,

chairwoman of Russia’s Federation Council stated during her visit to Cuba where she
met with the country’s leader Raul Castro and President of Cuba’s National Assembly
Esteban Lazo.
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20 April 2013, 18:20

Russia, Cuba remain defenсe partners – Russian
General

Russia and Cuba continue to expand cooperation in defense, including in military
education and training.

19 April 2013, 11:30

Russia, Cuba to spur defense cooperation
The Chief of the General Staff of the Russian Armed Forces Valery
Gerasimov has arrived to Cuba.

16 April 2013, 18:23

Russia to raise its presence in the Caribbean
Russia and Cuba are discussing the details of their joint work to build a
new international airport that will appear at a distance of 30 kilometres

away from Havana in place of the San Antonio de los Banos Air Force Base. Upon the
implementation of this project it will be possible to simplify the logistics scheme. After
making a flight to Havana tourists will be able to fly directly to Venezuela, Nicaragua
and other countries.

26 February 2013, 14:43

Russia cancels $30bn Cuba debt: breakthrough in
bilateral relations

After the breakup of the USSR Moscow had to drop its financial support of Cuba and
both countries have been trying to forge new ties in a post-Cold War world. With Russia
as the Soviet Union’s legal successor Cuba was left with massive Soviet-granted loans,
this had cast a shadow over Russia-Cuba ties.

23 February 2013, 01:11

Russia, Cuba boost ties
Russian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev held “sincere and friendly”
talks with Cuban leader Raul Castro during his ongoing visit to the

island.

Russia writes off Cuba’s Soviet-era debt
Russia and Cuba have been actively developing cooperation in different
spheres. Russian Trade and Industry Minister Denis Manturov told the

media what agreements have been signed during Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev's
recent visit to Cuba.
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Select date

22 February 2013, 12:36

22 February 2013, 07:17

Russia and Cuba sign agreement on Soviet debt
Russia and Cuba have initialed an agreement to settle Havana’s Soviet
debt to Moscow.

22 February 2013, 04:30

Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev has arrived in Cuba
Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev, the head of the Russian Cabinet of
Ministers, has arrived in Havana from Brazil, where he had held talks

with the leadership of the republic, as well as held meeting on bilateral issues with a
high-level commission on cooperation.

1 November 2012, 01:40

Russia lends helping hand to Cuba
Russia has sent out a planeload of 32 tons of construction materials to
Cuba, which was hard hit by Hurricane Sandy.

31 October 2012, 09:31

Russia to send emergency relief to Cuba
The Russian Emergency Situations Ministry plans to send humanitarian
aid to Cuba after it was hit by hurricane "Sandy."

21 September 2012, 21:36

AvtoVAZ mulls Cuba sales
Russia’s AvtoVAZ car makers are to resume sales to Cuba.

17 September 2012, 21:52

Russia-Cuba cooperation hailed
Cuba believes it can derive great benefits from economic cooperation
with Russia.

29 July 2012, 00:51

Russia plans no naval bases in Seychelles, Cuba - Lavrov
Russia has no plans to build naval bases in Seychelles and Cuba,
Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said on Saturday.
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